Influence of amine-modified poly(vinyl alcohol)s on vibrating-membrane nebulizer performance and lung toxicity.
A suitable aerosol droplet size and formulation output rate is essential for the therapy of lung diseases under application of nebulizers. The current study investigated the potential of amine-modified poly(vinyl alcohol)s as excipients for inhalation delivery. A change of conductivity (effective at <0.1mg/ml) and viscosity (effective at >0.1mg/ml) of samples that were supplemented with charge-modified polymers had a significant influence on the generated droplet size (shift from ~8 to ~4 μm) and formulation throughput rate (shift from ~0.2 to ~1.0 g/min), where polymers with a higher amine density (and molecular weight) showed an elevated activity. Biocompatibility assessment of polymers in A549 cells and an isolated lung model resulted in cell lysis and lung edema formation dependent on the type (degree of amine substitution) and dose of polymer applied. Suitable compositions and concentrations of amine-modified poly(vinyl alcohol)s were identified with respect to an optimized nebulizer performance and acceptable biocompatibility. Charge-modified polymers represent novel excipients with potential to improve inhalation therapy.